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Abstract
Numerous studies have been conducted on automatic fact-checking, driven by its importance in real-world
applications. However, two challenges persist: (1) extracting pivotal evidence from extensive documents, and
(2) verifying claims across diverse domains. On one hand, current retrieval methods are limited in their ability to
concisely retrieve evidence, which results in poor performance. On the other hand, retrieved evidence derived from
different sources strains the generalization capabilities of classifiers. This paper explores the task of cross-domain
fact-checking and presents the XClaimCheck dataset, which consists of claims from multiple domains. We propose a
framework featuring a multi-argument generation technique. We leverage multi-argument generation to reconstruct
concise evidence from large amounts of evidence retrieved from different sources. In addition, a self-refinement
mechanism is introduced to confirm that the generated arguments are consistent with the content of the evidence.
Experimental results show that our proposed framework is effective in identifying the veracity of out-of-domain claims,
particularly those that are partially true or false.
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1. Introduction
In this era of information overload, from social me-
dia feeds to online news outlets, people are bom-
barded by an overwhelming amount of informa-
tion. This deluge of data, while beneficial in many
respects, has also given rise to significant chal-
lenges. The most prominent among these is the
urgent need for automatic fact-checking. As the
volume of information continues to grow, so does
the difficulty of discerning fact from fiction. Informa-
tion that people receive, particularly through online
platforms, significantly influences their mindset and
perceptions. It shapes their impression of public
figures, sways their opinions on critical issues, and
can even impact their decision-making processes.
Hence numerous studies have explored method-
ologies for automatic fact-checking.
Previous work can be divided into evidence-less
methods and those that make use of selected evi-
dence. Early approaches focused primarily on the
claims themselves, attempting to predict their verac-
ity based on various claim-related characteristics.
For example, Popat et al. (2017) and Rashkin et al.
(2017) conduct analyses of linguistic attributes in
untrustworthy text. Others (Zubiaga et al., 2016;
Derczynski et al., 2017; Wang, 2017; Fajcik et al.,
2019; Li et al., 2019; Atanasova et al., 2019; Gor-
rell et al., 2019) make use of meta-information, ex-
amining factors such as the claimant’s identity or
public reactions to statements. However, such ap-
proaches are limited by their reliance on relatively
scarce information.
Determining the truthfulness of a claim without ad-

ditional information is a challenging task, primarily
due to the lack of obvious veracity and the often con-
tentious nature of such claims. Even professional
fact-checkers require specific evidence to either
substantiate or debunk claims. Thus some studies
focus on evidence-based automatic fact-checking
methods. For instance, Thorne et al. (2018) em-
ploy sparse vectors like TF-IDF to retrieve relevant
documents. The utilization of both sparse vec-
tors and the BERT-based dense passage retriever
(DPR) (Karpukhin et al., 2020) has also been ex-
plored (Jiang et al., 2020; Park et al., 2022; Jiang
et al., 2021; Stammbach, 2021; Khan et al., 2022).
Casillas et al. (2022) and Fajcik et al. (2022) pro-
pose novel frameworks for concatenating claims
and evidence embeddings.

Despite notable progress in the field, two significant
challenges persist. The first challenge revolves
around the extraction of pivotal evidence from ex-
tensive documents. Pan et al. (2023b) investigate
evidence granularity influencing the generalizabil-
ity of fact-checking models. Sentence-level evi-
dence consists of carefully selected fine-grained
information, while document-level evidence carries
coarse-grained content. Compared to sentence-
level evidence, document-level evidence makes
fact-checking models face greater difficulty. This
may be because document-level evidence requires
more advanced reasoning skills; indeed, models
are typically subject to strict context window lim-
itations. Current approaches such as the dense
passage retriever struggle to organize all relevant
information concisely and comprehensively for pre-
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diction models. This limitation can lead to the omis-
sion of crucial evidence, thereby impacting the cor-
rectness of the fact-checking results. In real-world
scenarios, it is crucial to thoroughly assess a range
of credible data sources in order to extract valuable
information. This further emphasizes the impor-
tance of effective evidence reconstruction.
The second challenge arises from the proliferation
of data across diverse domains and the rapid dis-
semination of information. Present methods tend
to overlook domain generalization and rely heav-
ily on models fine-tuned for specialized domains.
While Pan et al. (2023b) propose two approaches to
tackle the issue, their methods primarily emphasize
the generation of additional data and the pretraining
of domain-specific models. They acknowledge that
limited progress has been achieved in addressing
these challenges.
To address the aforementioned challenges, we pro-
pose MAGIC (multi-argument generation to recon-
struct retrieved evidence for use in fact-checking),
a pilot framework. For each document, we retrieve
evidence and then employ a language model to
generate a corresponding argument based on the
retrieved evidence. Given the impressive capabil-
ities of LLMs in semantic understanding and sen-
tence generation, we incorporate an LLM into our
framework as the generator. This approach effi-
ciently reconstruct evidence retrieved from exten-
sive documents into concise and salient arguments.
In addition, we use a self-refinement mechanism to
confirm that the generated argument faithfully rep-
resents the perspective derived from the retrieved
evidence.
To evaluate the efficacy of the proposed method
in cross-domain fact-checking, it is crucial to have
claims from various domains. Many studies have
constructed datasets for fact-checking research
covering topics such as healthcare (Kotonya and
Toni, 2020), political issues (Wang, 2017), and mul-
timodal fake news originating from social media
platforms (Nakamura et al., 2020). Among these
datasets, WatClaimCheck (Khan et al., 2022) cov-
ers claims from various fact-checking websites, ac-
companied by their related review articles, premise
articles, and claim verdicts. However, the claims
in WatClaimCheck are not divided into specific do-
mains. Therefore, we extend WatClaimCheck, se-
lecting claims from PolitiFact,1 and annotate them
based on the website’s categorization, resulting in
26 distinct topics. Given that some domains have
related themes, we further manually group them
into five domains, including “Public Policy and Fi-
nance”, “Political Issues”, “Legal and Regulatory
Affairs”, “Infrastructure and Services”, and “Global
Affairs and Security”. The details will be described
in the following section. In sum, our contributions

1https://www.politifact.com/

can be summarized as follows:

• We introduce the task of cross-domain fact-
checking, which addresses the challenges of
domain adaptation to retrieve evidence effec-
tively from premise articles and determine the
veracity of claims.

• We present the XClaimCheck dataset,2 anno-
tated with domain information and further cat-
egorized into five major domains, establish-
ing a new benchmark for cross-domain fact-
checking.

• We propose a framework which employs multi-
argument generation with self-refinement in
fact-checking (MAGIC). Experimental results
demonstrate promising performance in the out-
of-domain claim verification, especially in deter-
mining the veracity of partially true/false claims.
Moreover, self-refinement improves both in-
domain and out-of-domain fact-checking.

2. Related Work
2.1. Multi-Domain Fact-Checking
Several datasets have been introduced for cross-
domain fact-checking. These datasets primarily
include data from a wide range of sources, includ-
ing Wikipedia (Thorne et al., 2018), fact-checking
websites (Khan et al., 2022), news portals (Kotonya
and Toni, 2020), and social media platforms (Naka-
mura et al., 2020). Among these works, Augenstein
et al. (2019) has to date constructed the most com-
prehensive claim and evidence data, sourcing from
26 different websites. Pan et al. (2023b) scruti-
nize 11 fact-checking datasets across six domains,
incorporating compelling topics such as climate,
science, and health. However, domain generaliza-
tion in automatic fact-checking is yet to be explored.
Some have investigated the adaptation of misin-
formation detection methods to unseen domains
such as COVID-19 (Yue et al., 2022) and scientific
claims (Wadden et al., 2022, 2020). In this paper,
we conduct a pilot experiment on domain general-
ization for fact-checking, covering a broader range
of domains, to provide a holistic understanding and
analysis of the challenges.

2.2. Application of LLM Methods in
Fact-Checking

Large language model (LLM) methods have been
widely employed in summarization, translation,
and question-answering tasks (Brown et al., 2020;
Goyal et al., 2022; McCarthy et al., 2022). These

2https://github.com/NYCU-NLP-Lab/
XClaimCheck

https://www.politifact.com/
https://github.com/NYCU-NLP-Lab/XClaimCheck
https://github.com/NYCU-NLP-Lab/XClaimCheck
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Public policy and finance Political issues Legal and regulatory affairs Infra. and services Global affairs and security

Topic Count Topic Count Topic Count Topic Count Topic Count

Federal budget 824 Elections 1,167 Legal issues 554 Technology 145 Foreign policy 693
State budget 734 Candidate bio 801 LGBTQ 138 Energy 448 Immigration 983
Taxes 1,242 Jobs 914 Criminal justice 456 Transportation 267 Religion 235
Economy 1,337 Govt. regulation 248 Social sec. 168 Education 946 History 589
Health care 1,573 Homeland sec. 307 Sports 142 Military 420
Environment 436 Terrorism 410

Sum 6,146 Sum 3,130 Sum 1,623 Sum 1,948 Sum 3,330

Table 1: Domains and corresponding topics

methods have demonstrated significant enhance-
ments in performance. Given the limited explo-
ration of their potential utility in the domain of fact-
checking, there is a highly promising avenue for
further investigation in this area. Pan et al. (2023a)
introduce a novel framework that integrates LLM
methods into fact-checking tasks. Their methodol-
ogy involves the use of few-shot learning to gen-
erate a reasoning process that verifies each com-
ponent of the claim. They employ models such
as BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) or FLAN-T5 (Chung
et al., 2022) to construct subtask functions that fa-
cilitate the reasoning process. For subtasks such
as fact-verification and prediction, their methods
involve straightforward one-stage prediction, a pro-
cess which involves concatenating all textual inputs
into a single sequence, which is then used as in-
put for sequence-to-sequence models to generate
answers. Consequently, their work focuses on rea-
soning which portions of the claim need verification.
In this work, by contrast, we seek to develop tech-
niques that enhance evidence reconstruction and
domain generalization for fact verification.

3. Dataset Construction
WatClaimCheck consists of 33,721 claims collected
from eight fact-checking websites. The premise ar-
ticles and review articles are valuable for develop-
ing claim inference methods. Hence, in this work,
we extend WatClaimCheck to study cross-domain
fact-checking. Given the necessity of associating
claims with topic labels, we chose PolitiFact as our
data source due to its stable and diverse collection
of domains. We thus collected a total of 15,867
claims from PolitiFact in WatClaimCheck to con-
struct XClaimCheck.
As the claims in WatClaimCheck were not tagged
with topic labels, we obtained the topic information
from PolitiFact. Table 1 shows the statistics of our
XClaimCheck dataset. We identified a total of 26
representative topics, each containing a substantial
amount of data suitable for our fact-checking task.
Note that certain claims, due to their multifaceted
nature, pertain to multiple topics. In such cases, we
assigned these claims and their associated data
to all relevant topics, resulting in a total of 16,177
instances. Then we organized these 26 topics into

False Mostly False Half True Mostly True True

Training 3,064 1,827 1,916 1,782 1,140
Validation 987 625 668 541 403
Test 1,022 576 651 569 406

Sum 5,073 3,028 3,235 2,892 1,949

Table 2: Rating count distribution

five distinct domains. Each topic was grouped with
other relevant topics whenever possible. The five
domains in XClaimCheck are “Public Policy and
Finance”, “Political Issues”, “Legal and Regulatory
Affairs”, “Infrastructure and Services”, and “Global
Affairs and Security”, respectively.
Table 2 shows the rating distribution in our dataset.
PolitiFact’s claim ratings have six distinct labels, but
we additionally assigned the label “Pants on Fire”
to claims that are categorically “False”, because
“Pants on Fire” denotes claims that are egregiously
incorrect; it essentially serves as a more severe
form of a “False” claim. Consequently, our dataset
was ultimately labeled with five claim ratings. To
prevent overlap, we started off by dividing all in-
stances into distinct training, validation, and test
sets.

4. Methodology

In this section, we introduce MAGIC, our fact-
checking framework. The modules in MAGIC are
an evidence retriever, a multi-argument genera-
tor, an alignment verifier, and a fact-checker. Fig-
ure 1 is an overview of MAGIC. Let Ci denote
the i-th claim, and let the set of premise articles
associated with Ci be Pi = {pi,1, pi,2, . . . , pi,N},
where i ∈ [1, I]. I is the total number of claims
and N is the number of premise articles for the
i-th claim. MAGIC first generates multiple argu-
ments Ai = {Ai,1, Ai,2, . . . , Ai,N} for the i-th claim,
with each argument Ai,n corresponding to the n-th
premise article. Next, each Ai,n is refined by our
self-refinement mechanism, resulting in a refined
set of arguments A′

i. Finally, the fact-checker pre-
dicts the veracity of Ci based on the content of Ci

and A′

i.
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The Affordable Care Act is not the law
of the land.

Alignment
Verification

Fact-Checking

Claim

True ❌

Mostly True ❌

Half True ❌

Mostly False ❌

False ✅

Self-Refine

Evidence Retrieval

Chief Justice John Roberts initially sided
with the Supreme Court's four
conservative justices to strike down the
heart of President Obama's healthcare
reform law, the Affordable Care Act…

Premise Article

 - The Affordable Care Act has
already begun to help states
strengthen or create rate review
processes.
 - Affordable Care Act Requires
Insurance Companies to Justify
High Rate.
 - Department of Health and
Human Services USA.

Retrieved Evidence

Not aligned. The argument isn’t aligned with the
information and evidence in the reference. The reference
discusses a federal judge ruling that the individual
mandate of the Affordable Care Act is unconstitutional.
However, the reference provided does not contain any
information about the current status or legality of the
Affordable Care Act.

Feedback

Multi-Argument
Generation

The claim is not supported by the reference. The
Affordable Care Act was passed by Congress and
signed into law by President Barack Obama in 2010,
and has been upheld as constitutional by the Supreme
Court.

Argument

Figure 1: MAGIC overview

4.1. Evidence Retrieval
The n-th premise article pi,n of the i-th claim
contains sentences pi,n = {psni,1, psni,2, . . . , psni,M},
where M is the number of the sentences within pi,n.
Our goal is to retrieve the sentences from pi,n that
serve as evidence related to Ci. Hence, we employ
the dense passage retriever (DPR) proposed by
Karpukhin et al. (2020). To train the DPR model, we
follow the method proposed by Khan et al. (2022),
which uses expert-written review articles as the
ground truth.
Ci corresponds to review article Ri, which contains
L sentences {rs1i , rs2i , . . . , rsLi }. Every sentence
within Ri is used as positive example for training.
In addition, DPR training requires negative and
hard negative examples, the latter being instances
closely resembling positive examples. For a given
claim Ci, we use the sentences in Rj from the j-th
claim Cj that share the same domain as Ci but
belong to a different topic to serve as the negative
examples of Ci. Those sentences in Rk from Ck

that share the same topic as Ci are selected as the
hard negative examples.
Let R+

i = {rs+i,1, . . . , rs+i,α} denote the set of pos-
itive examples of Ci. R−

i = {rs−j,1, . . . , rs−j,β} and
R⋆

i = {rs⋆k,1, . . . , rs⋆k,γ} are the sets of negative ex-
amples and hard negative examples, respectively.
The training data is {⟨Ci, R

+
i , R

−
i , R

⋆
i ⟩}di=1, which

contains d instances. Each instance consists of
one claim Ci, α positive examples rs+i,q, β nega-
tive examples rs−j,r, and γ hard negative examples
rs⋆k,s. We optimize the loss function based on the
negative log likelihood of rs+i,q:

L = − log
S(Ci,+)∑α

q=1 S(Ci,+) +
∑β

r=1 S(Ci,−) +
∑γ

s=1 S(Ci, ⋆)

(1)
where S(Ci,+), S(Ci,−), and S(Ci, ⋆) are defined
as esim(Ci,rs

+
i,q), esim(Ci,rs

−
j,r), and esim(Ci,rs

⋆
k,s), re-

spectively. sim(v, u) is a function that computes the
dot product between claim vector v and sentence
vector u.

Since there are five domains in this work, we train
a separate retriever for each domain to mimic the
real-world scenario where the retrieval model is not
pre-trained on other domains.

4.2. Multi-Argument Generation
Using the evidence retriever, we retrieve sentences
relevant to Ci from a vast number of premise arti-
cles. For each premise article, we select the top 50
sentences based on the ranking scores as the re-
trieved evidence. However, this yields a substantial
number of sentences, and these sentences are dis-
organized and not coherent. To obtain concise and
insightful evidence, we construct a generator to re-
construct the retrieved evidence and produce multi-
ple arguments based on various evidence sources.
We refer to this process as multi-argument genera-
tion. Apart from reconstructing the evidence, multi-
argument generation also serves a crucial role in
filtering out irrelevant information. In essence, ev-
idence retrieval can include irrelevant or noisy re-
sults, making it critical to exclude such information.
In multi-argument generation, given a claim Ci, its
retrieved evidence Ei,n, and the generation prompt
Pgen , we instruct the LLM M to assess whether the
input evidence directly addresses the claim. If the
model responds with “not relevant”, triggering the
condition drop(·), this evidence is disregarded and
not considered in the final output yi. Arguments
generated from all retrieved evidence are aggre-
gated into Ai. In sum, the process is formulated
as

Ai,n = M(Ci, Ei,n;Pgen) (2)

Ai = {⟨Ai,n⟩, if(¬drop(Ai,n))}Nn=1 (3)

In contrast to summarization, in this framework, ar-
gument generation generates perspectives based
on evidence to assess the veracity of claims. Ad-
ditionally, the LLM-based multi-argument genera-
tion offers a concise perspective that clarifies the
interpretation of the claim based on the provided
evidence.
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4.3. Self-Refinement

In the process of multi-argument generation, LLMs
sometimes fail to generate arguments that are
aligned with the evidence received. This may be
because feeding an LLM with claims that are sub-
jective and potentially misleading can cause the
model to producing biased assertions in favor of
those claims. Such outputs might not genuinely
take into account the relevant evidence, and in-
stead be misled by the content of the claim. In-
spired by the method proposed by Madaan et al.
(2023), which utilizes the model itself to generate
feedback and correct the previous output, we add
self-refinement to MAGIC to verify that the gener-
ated argument is aligned with the corresponding
evidence. That is, the generated argument is di-
rectly derived from the evidence. In this way, we
ensure that the veracity prediction of the claim is
grounded in arguments drawn from the evidence.

Algorithm 1 shows how the self-refinement mech-
anism is integrated into MAGIC, working with the
multi-argument generator to iteratively refine the
argument. Formally, we obtain the argument at the
t-th turn At

i,n generated by M with the argument
generation prompt Pgen , then we input At

i,n to M
so that M can refine At

i,n based on Ei,n. We obtain
the feedback f t

i,n = M(At
i,n, Ei,n;Pf ), where Pf is

the feedback prompt, yielding f t
i,n, the model’s ver-

ification of whether the generated argument aligns
with the retrieved evidence. If not aligned, we ob-
tain a new generated argument At+1

i,n from M with
the self-refinement prompt Prf .

The above process is repeated T times (1 ≤ t ≤ T ).
When t = 1, given a claim Ci and evidence Ei,n
retrieved from the n-th premise article, we obtain
the initial argument A0

i,n = M(Ci, Ei,n;Pgen). At
other turns, we also input f t

i,n to M to refine the
argument, i.e., At

i,n = M(Ci, Ei,n, f t
i,n;Prf ). In this

work, we set T to 10. In Pf , we instruct the model
to output “not aligned” if the argument and evidence
do not align, and “aligned” otherwise. Hence, if M
suggests “aligned”, the self-refinement process ter-
minates. We construct a stop function stopalign(·)
to identify whether the process should be stopped.
The input of stopalign(·) is f t

i,n. We set a maximum
number of trials, T = 10, to prevent M from con-
tinuously failing to produce either “aligned” or “not
aligned” outputs, and avoid infinite loops.

Note that the claim is not provided as part of the
input to avoid mirroring the multi-argument genera-
tion process and to prevent the model from being
misled by the claim itself. By having the model
compare the alignment of two textual contents, the
complexity of the task is reduced and the effective-
ness of the self-refinement process is enhanced.

Algorithm 1 Self-refinement algorithm for multi-
argument generation
1: Require: Claim Ci, evidence Ei,n, model

M, prompts {Pgen ,Pf , Prf }, stop condition
stopalign(·)

2: A0
i,n = M(Ci, Ei,n; Pgen )

3: f0
i,n = M(A0

i,n, Ei,n; Pf )
4: t = 0
5: T = 10
6: while not stopalign(f t

i,n) and t ≤ T do
7: t = t+ 1
8: At

i,n = M(Ci, Ei,n, f t−1
i,n ; Prf )

9: f t
i,n = M(At

i,n, Ei,n; Pf )
10: end while
11: return At

i,n

4.4. Fact-Checking
The primary objective of fact-checking is to classify
the claim into one of five distinct ratings: “True”,
“Mostly True”, “Half True”, “Mostly False”, or “False”.
In the context of cross-domain fact-checking, we
implement two approaches to serve as the fact-
checker in MAGIC to determine the veracity ratings
of claims.
Encoder-Based Checker: We utilize a BERT-
based model to predict the rating of Ci based on
the generated multiple argument A′

i. The XLM-
RoBERTa-Base model (Conneau et al., 2020) is
employed for multi-classification. The supervised
learning setup requires five distinct models, each
trained on data from one of the five domains. Thus,
we train five XLM-RoBERTa-Base models.
Seq2seq-based checker: In contrast to the
encoder-based approach, we use the sequence-to-
sequence approach (i.e., seq2seq-based checker)
to predict the veracity of the claim in an unsu-
pervised learning manner. Specifically, we eval-
uate the ability of autoregressive language mod-
els to predict ratings. We use an LLM to predict
the claim’s rating, represented by y = M(Ai;Py).
Here, we prompt M to produce y from the tokens
corresponding to the five possible claim ratings.
Thus we do not fine-tune the LLM for fact-checking,
and we use a single LLM to predict ratings for
claims across all five domains. In MAGIC, we
adopt Vicuna-7b-v1.5 (Zheng et al., 2023) as
our seq2seq-based checker.

5. Experiments
5.1. Baseline Models
We use a multi-classification model and a seq2seq
model as our baseline models.
RoBERTa: We train the XLM-RoBERTa-Base
model without the generated arguments as one
of the baselines. That is, the only input is the claim
and the associated retrieved evidence. As men-
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tioned in Section 4.4, we train five XLM-RoBERTa-
Base models for five domains to investigate cross-
domain fact-checking. Each model Mk, where
k ∈ [1, 5], is trained exclusively on data within a
specific domain. However, since a claim is associ-
ated with several retrieved pieces of evidence, and
a single piece of evidence Ei,n might exceed the
limitation of the model’s context window size, we
introduce a voting approach for the baseline. In this
process, every individual prediction is determined
according to evidence Ei,n, where n ∈ [1, N ], and
N is the total number of Ci’s premise articles. The
final decision is determined as the rating that re-
ceives the majority of votes from these individual
predictions. This approach ensures that the most
confident prediction is chosen as the final output.
To that effect, both training and inference processes
follow the voting approach.
In sum, with the retrieved evidence Ei,n of the i-th
claim Ci, the fact-checking result based on the vot-
ing approach can be formulated as

yi = Mode(Mk(Ci, Ei,1),Mk(Ci, Ei,2), . . . ,Mk(Ci, Ei,N ))
(4)

where Mode denotes the mode function, used to
determine the majority voting outcome.
Zero-shot LLMs: We also benchmark the zero-
shot learning performance of the Vicuna-7b-
v1.5 and GPT-3.5-turbo LLMs without any fine-
tuning. Although LLMs have a larger context win-
dow that can handle more evidence, with N po-
tentially reaching values as high as 100, further
processing is necessary. Therefore, we also em-
ploy the voting approach for zero-shot LLMs.

5.2. Experimental Setup
Dataset: Our dataset comprises 16,177 claims
paired with numerous premise articles. The claim
and premise article pairs are split into training, val-
idation, and test sets at a ratio of 6:2:2. The val-
idation dataset serves the purpose of evaluating
training results, particularly crucial for assessing
the performance of encoder-based models. The
evaluation results guide us in determining the opti-
mal settings for the model.
In light of our focus on cross-domain fact-checking,
we rotate each of the five domains in our dataset
to serve as the in-domain data. For each piece of
selected in-domain data, we utilize its training set
to train both the evidence retriever and the encoder-
based checker. The remaining data, based on the
predefined ratio, is split into validation and test sets
for evaluation. Meanwhile, data from the other four
domains are viewed as test sets. If this entire pro-
cedure constitutes one round, given our five distinct
domains, we conduct five such rounds in total. This
experimental setting enables us to evaluate both
the in-domain and out-of-domain performance of
each method across each round. The goal is to

Task Prompt
Multi-
Argument
Generation

Output a no more than 50-words argu-
ment, utilizing evidence from the refer-
ence to assess claim authenticity.
Claim: <Claim>
Claimant: <Claimant>
Reference: <Retrieved Evi-
dence>
If unrelated, output “not related.”

Feedback Evaluate if the argument aligns with the
facts presented in the reference; if not,
provide reasons for the misalignment.
Argument: <Argument>
Reference: <Retrieved Evi-
dence>

Self-
Refinement

Output a no more than 50-words argu-
ment, utilizing evidence from the refer-
ence to assess claim authenticity. In-
corporate the feedback to ensure align-
ment.
Claim: <Claim>
Claimant: <Claimant>
Reference: <Retrieved Evi-
dence>
Feedback: <Feedback>
If unrelated, output “not related.”

Table 3: Task-oriented prompt templates in MAGIC

simulate real-world scenarios and assess how well
a model trained exclusively on one domain gener-
alizes to unseen domains.
Note that the rating distribution in XClaimCheck
is imbalanced, especially after merging “Pants on
Fire” with “False”. To address this problem, we
oversample underrepresented ratings to train all
the models used in our experiments.
Hyperparameters: To train the RoBERTa model,
we configured the hyperparameters as follows: the
learning rate is set at 1× 10−5, the batch size at 24,
the number of training epochs at 3, and the weight
decay at 0.01. Additionally, we shuffled the training
dataset with a random seed of 42.
Prompt Format: The prompts employed in this
study, denoted as Pgen , Pf , and Prefine , are de-
tailed in Table 3.

5.3. Experimental Results
The performance of each method on cross-domain
fact-checking is shown in Table 4. The evaluation
metric is the macro-averaged F-score. We report
the average macro F-score and the standard devia-
tion across five domains in the “Avg. / std.” column.
We also report the results for all methods on the
in-domain and out-of-domain data. We calculate
McNemar’s statistical significance test on the base-
lines and our models. MAGIC (encoder-based)
and MAGIC (seq2seq-based) indicate the use of
encoder-based and seq2seq-based fact-checkers
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Model Avg. / std. In-domain Out-of-domain

RoBERTa 0.2056 ± 0.0228 0.2307 0.1993
Zero-shot Vicuna 0.0667 ± 0.0000 0.0667 0.0667

MAGIC (seq2seq-based) 0.2049 ± 0.0156 0.2012 0.2058
w/o self-refine 0.1842 ± 0.0101 0.1846 0.1841

MAGIC (encoder-based) 0.2500 ± 0.0175 0.2661 0.2459
w/o self-refine 0.2391 ± 0.0229 0.2459 0.2374

Table 4: Cross-domain fact-checking results, with
the Macro-F1 score serving as the metric

within the framework, respectively. “W/o self-refine”
denotes that the self-refinement mechanism is not
incorporated in MAGIC.
Overall Fact-Checking Performance: In Table 4,
“MAGIC (encoder-based)” significantly outperforms
the baseline RoBERTa and “MAGIC (seq2seq-
based)” at p < 0.001 and p < 0.001, respec-
tively. Examination of the impact of the self-
refinement mechanism within MAGIC shows that
its inclusion clearly benefits both in-domain and
out-of-domain fact-checking. Specifically, “MAGIC
(encoder-based)” and “MAGIC (seq2seq-based)”
outperform the “w/o self-refine” variants (no self-
refinement) at p < 0.001 and p < 0.001 using Mc-
Nemar’s test, respectively.
Multi-Argument Generation: To further exam-
ine to what extent multi-argument generation en-
hances domain generalization, we compare the
performance of “Zero-shot Vicuna” and “MAGIC
(seq2seq-based) w/o self-refine”. The major dif-
ference between these two methods lies in their
input sources: the former uses the generated multi-
argument and the latter relies solely on the re-
trieved evidence. We find that the performance of
“MAGIC (seq2seq-based) w/o self-refine” is higher
than that of “Zero-shot Vicuna”, indicating that multi-
argument generation effectively reconstructs evi-
dence to produce solid arguments. The difference
between “MAGIC (encoder-based) w/o self-refine”
and RoBERTa, in turn, also lies primarily in the
integration of multi-argument generation. The im-
provement in the performance of “MAGIC (encoder-
based) w/o self-refine” over RoBERTa is more pro-
nounced in out-of-domain data than in in-domain
data. This significant advancement suggests that
multi-argument generation plays a critical role in
accurately identifying the veracity of out-of-domain
claims.
Domain Dependency: In terms of domain depen-
dency, “MAGIC (encoder-based)” demonstrates a
more pronounced disparity between in-domain and
out-of-domain performance. In contrast, seq2seq-
based approaches such as “MAGIC (seq2seq-
based)” exhibit relatively consistent results across
in-domain and out-of-domain data. However, the
overall performance of “MAGIC (seq2seq-based)”
is worse than “MAGIC (encoder-based)”. This pi-

lot experiment suggests that the seq2seq-based
checker demonstrates low domain dependency, but
the zero-shot learning setting with limited parame-
ters (e.g., the 7B LLM) may not be optimal for the
task. Fine-tuning the seq2seq-based checker is
left as future work.
Table 5 shows a curated set of examples from the
constructed XClaimCheck dataset with the corre-
sponding prediction by MAGIC. #1 and #2 denote
two different premise articles of the given claim.
Below each premise article, the content generated
based on that specific article is presented.

6. Discussion
In this section, from the experimental results, we
discuss four research questions.
RQ1: How effectively do small LLMs perform
across different settings in our method?
We use “small LLMs” to indicate those LLMs that
can run on a single machine owned by most or-
ganizations, such as Vicuna-7b-v1.5. Table 4
shows the results when employing Vicuna-7b-
v1.5 in three different settings. As a fact-checker in
zero-shot learning, the small LLM struggles to pro-
duce meaningful output. Regardless of the claims
and evidence, the model consistently provides sim-
plified responses such as “True”, even when probed
with detailed prompts.
Nevertheless, when we task the small LLM with
generating arguments aligned with the given ev-
idence and determining the ratings (i.e., MAGIC
(seq2seq-based)), its ability to predict the veracity
of the claim is substantially improved. This implies
that compared to making predictions, the small LLM
is more proficient at organizing and structuring data.
In addition, when provided with a specific structure
and context, the small LLM is more adept at pro-
ducing accurate predictions.
In the absence of fine-tuning, Vicuna-7b-v1.5,
with 7B parameters, demonstrates commendable
capability in argument generation, which substan-
tially benefits subsequent prediction regarding the
veracity of claims. This is notably practical for real-
world applications, given its cost-effective resource
consumption. In the future, there is considerable
potential in fine-tuning the model to enhance its
performance.
RQ2: How do larger LLMs like GPT-3.5 perform
in our setup?
To answer this question, we employ GPT-3.5-
turbo (Ouyang et al., 2022) with 175B parame-
ters in our experiment. We chose two LLMs with
vastly different parameter sizes in order to assess
whether a smaller-scale LLM could still achieve
commendable performance. The results are shown
in Table 6. “ID” and “OOD” denote in-domain and
out-of-domain, respectively. In our experiments,
we input the results from the evidence retriever to
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Topic: Energy Claim: Wind power is the most undependable form of renewable
energy.

Short Ruling from Review Article:
In terms of energy, dependability can mean different things to different people, and both solar and wind have their strengths and weaknesses.
And the actual dependability of each technology is going to rely – to quote the old real estate joke – on three things: location, location and
location.
The only national ranking we found was done by the U.S. Energy Information Administration, which takes various dependability measures into
account. In that ranking, wind is less dependable than hydro, geothermal or biomass but more dependable than solar cells and solar-thermal.
O’Neil made an unequivocal and over-arching assertion, but provided no useful support for it. The most convincing evidence we found says
he’s wrong. We rate his statement False.

Premise Article #1:
Annual Energy Outlook 2021.

Premise Article #2:
Wind, solar power paired with storage could be cost-effective way to
power grid.

Multi-Argument Generation:
The claim that wind power is the most undependable form of renewable
energy is not supported by the provided reference.
The U.S. Energy Information Administration’s Annual Energy Outlook
2021 presents a positive outlook for wind power, with projections for
increased use and a growing share of the electricity generation mix.
The reference does not support the claim that wind power is undepend-
able.

Multi-Argument Generation:
The claim that wind power is the most undependable form of renewable
energy is not supported by the reference provided.
The reference discusses a combination of wind power, solar power,
and storage as a cost-effective solution to energy demands and states
that a well-designed combination of these sources could nearly always
exceed electricity demands.
The research also found that generating more electricity than needed
during average hours to meet demands on high-demand but low-wind
power hours would be cheaper than storing excess power for later high
demand.
The study concludes that a very large electric system can be run almost
entirely on renewable energy.
Therefore, the claim made by James O’Neil in 2013 that wind power is
the most undependable form of renewable energy is not supported by
the reference provided.

Alignment Verification:
The argument provided does not align with the facts presented in the
reference.
While the reference does indicate a positive outlook for wind power,
with projections for increased use and a growing share of the electricity
generation mix, it doesn’t directly address the issue of dependability
or reliability. Dependability of wind power can refer to its intermittency,
variability, and the need for backup power sources when wind genera-
tion is low.

Alignment Verification:
The argument provided aligns with the facts presented in the reference.
The argument accurately highlights that a combination of wind power,
solar power, and storage can provide a cost-effective solution to energy
demands and can potentially exceed electricity demands. This aspect
of the argument is supported by the reference, which discusses the
potential for a well-designed combination of renewable energy sources
to meet energy demands.

Final Argument:
Wind power’s dependability remains uncertain, as it necessitates
backup sources due to its intermittent nature. However, projections
from the U.S. Energy Information Administration suggest an increasing
share in the electricity mix, indicating potential improvements in reliabil-
ity over time.

(Since the argument and reference are aligned, there is no need for
multiple rounds of argument generation.)

Fact-Checking Result from Encoder-Based Checker: False

Table 5: Sample demonstrations from XClaimCheck and the corresponding model outputs

Model Avg. / std. ID OOD

MAGIC (encoder-based) 0.2500 ± 0.0175 0.2661 0.2459

Zero-shot GPT-3.5 0.2606 ± 0.0319 0.2505 0.2631
w/ encoder-based checker 0.2621 ± 0.0205 0.2816 0.2572
w/ seq2seq-based checker 0.2623 ± 0.0250 0.2530 0.2646

Table 6: Results using GPT-3.5-turbo, with the
Macro-F1 score serving as the metric

GPT-3.5-turbo, and report the performance on
in-domain and out-of-domain data. The third and
fourth rows of Table 6 represent settings where
GPT-3.5-turbo serves as the multi-argument
generator paired with an encoder-based checker,
and when it acts as both the multi-argument gen-
erator and the fact-checker, respectively. In other
words, “w/ encoder-based checker” means we in-
put the generated arguments to the encoder-based
checker. “w/ seq2seq-based checker” means we
use the GPT-3.5-turbo to perform fact-checking.
For zero-shot learning, GPT-3.5-turbo achieves
competitive performance in identifying the verac-
ity of both in-domain and out-of-domain claims.

Specifically, when paired with the encoder-based
checker, it achieves the highest macro-averaged
F-score in in-domain data. By contrast, with the
seq2seq-based checker, it achieves the highest
macro-averaged F-scores in out-of-domain set-
tings.
In the experiments, we find that the LLM with a
large number of parameters indeed exhibits ex-
cellent capabilities, whether it is generating argu-
ments or predicting veracity. However, GPT-3.5-
turbo also exhibits a higher standard deviation
in performance across different domains, perhaps
suggesting domain knowledge imbalance in han-
dling diverse topics. Nevertheless, MAGIC, even
when utilizing a smaller 7B LLM, demonstrates
comparable performance, particularly in predict-
ing the veracity of in-domain claims: MAGIC out-
performs both “Zero-shot GPT-3.5” and “Zero-shot
GPT-3.5 w/ seq2seq-based checker”. However, the
MAGIC’s macro F1 score is slightly lower than that
of GPT-3.5 approaches in out-of-domain data.
RQ3: How do various models perform in identi-
fying different claim ratings?
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Rating

Pants on Fire False Mostly False Half True Mostly True True

Model ID OOD ID OOD ID OOD ID OOD ID OOD ID OOD

RoBERTa 71.08% 64.15% 54.38% 52.26% 17.19% 16.02% 17.51% 17.55% 5.80% 6.28% 27.68% 35.65%
MAGIC (encoder-based) 52.53% 45.13% 41.34% 35.44% 28.38% 28.55% 26.25% 17.88% 28.68% 22.77% 23.37% 28.34%
GPT-3.5 (seq2seq-based) 57.85% 52.31% 40.03% 39.02% 13.89% 14.06% 14.29% 13.10% 35.33% 42.00% 27.83% 30.05%

Table 7: In-domain and out-of-domain accuracy over ratings

Test domain

Training domain Public Policy & Finance Political Issues Legal & Regulatory Affairs Infra. & Services Global Affairs & Security

Public Policy and Finance 0.2809 0.2809 0.2584 0.2403 0.2641
Political Issues 0.2272 0.2513 0.2630 0.2529 0.2414
Legal and Regulatory Affairs 0.2319 0.2471 0.2583 0.2289 0.2484
Infrastructure and Services 0.2503 0.2550 0.2360 0.2964 0.2338
Global Affairs and Security 0.2103 0.2348 0.2520 0.2616 0.2435

Table 8: MAGIC (encoder-based) F1 score in cross-domain fact-checking

We select the three top-performing models in our
fact-checking task: RoBERTa, MAGIC (encoder-
based), and GPT-3.5 (seq2seq-based). In Table 7,
we separate the rating “Pants on Fire” from “False”,
and report the performance of each model for all six
ratings. Both RoBERTa and GPT-3.5 achieve bet-
ter results when identifying the “False” and “True”
claims, but they struggle to determine ambigu-
ous ratings such as “Mostly False” and “Half True”
claims.
By contrast, MAGIC achieves promising results in
assessing claims that fall into these partially true or
false categories. The ability to discern partially true
or false claims is crucial, especially in real-world
contexts. Most individuals can easily verify overtly
false or true claims, but evaluating those that are
ambiguous demands greater expertise and infor-
mation access. However, our proposed method still
shows room for improvement in discerning “Mostly
False” and “Half True” claims. For such cases a
more advanced method is needed.
RQ4: How does MAGIC perform in the cross-
domain fact-checking task?
Table 8 shows the F1 scores of MAGIC (encoder-
based) across various domains. The “Training Do-
main” and “Test Domain” columns indicate the do-
main’s training set on which the model was trained
and the domain’s test set evaluated by the model.
Note that the best-performing model within each
domain is not necessarily trained on that domain’s
data. For instance, the best results in identifying
claims related to “Political issues” are achieved by
a model trained on the “Public Policy and Finance”
data; indeed, this model consistently excels in sev-
eral domains. Apart from the model’s domain gen-
eralization capabilities, the degree of relatedness
between the domains’ subjects and the complexity
of the issues impacts model performance. “Public
Policy and Finance”, which covers issues closely
associated with finance, has significant correlations

with other subjects, even when they are categorized
within different domains. This may explain why the
“Public Policy and Finance” model performs well in
other domains as well.
We also observe that the “Infrastructure and Ser-
vices” domain, consisting of subjects such as tech-
nology and energy, often utilizes domain-specific
terminology. Because of this, these topics are more
self-contained. Therefore, when using a model
trained on out-of-domain data to predict a “Infras-
tructure and Services” claim’s rating, the perfor-
mance is expected to be worse than using a model
trained on in-domain data.

7. Conclusion and Future Work
Automatic fact-checking has become a popular re-
search area due to the proliferation of information
on the Internet. Verifying the trustworthiness of
these claims is important. While some studies in-
vestigate various aspects of fact-checking, cross-
domain verification remains a challenge. In this
work we introduce the task of cross-domain fact-
checking and construct XClaimCheck, a dataset
consisting of five domains and claims from vari-
ous topics. To reconstruct the evidence from a vast
collection of relevant documents and identify the ve-
racity of claims from unseen domains, we propose
MAGIC, a framework for multi-argument generation
with self-refinement in fact-checking. Experimental
results show that multi-argument generation effec-
tively generates salient arguments from retrieved
evidence and that self-refinement enhances the
consistency between the generated arguments and
the corresponding evidence. However, identifying
the veracity of out-of-domain claims remains chal-
lenging; this is left as future work. Furthermore,
we only use claims from one platform to reflect the
cross-domain fact-checking scenario. The diver-
sity of domains is still limited. We plan to expand
XClaimCheck in the future.
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